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HI Brand Book

Dear Hyper Island People,

This book is the visual and textual identity of who 
we are. By supporting it you will help communi-
cate the Hyper Island way in a constant manner, 
making it easier to quickly recognize us and what 
we stand for. We hope these guidelines will help 
all of us working with Hyper Island to understand 
it’s core values and the best ways of getting the 
message across, both externally and internally 
(what is the difference, really?). 

Love,
the branding team

Charlotte @charlottisch
Åsa @ silfverberg
Lucas @lucasstoffel
AREA 17 @opticalcortex
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Hyper Island
Core Values1—
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Our Vision What we do

How we do it

Our Philosophy

We create a constructive social arena.
We believe in experiential Learning.
Group dynamics.
Reflection as a tool for change.
Dialogue and feedback.

Hyper Island believes that challenging people 
to solve real-world problems creates new, 
innovative ways of thinking. We are fueled 
by the philosophy of experiential learning: to 
approach problems in multiple ways, to reflect 
deeply, and to draw conclusions with an open, 
collaborative spirit.

At Hyper Island, we support you to: 

Trust your ability to develop and grow as 
organizations and individuals

Trust your ability to seize responsibility for your 
own learning

World leading life-long learning

Learn for Life

Design and facilitate individual and collective 
life-long learning and growth in a world where 
transformative technological development drives 
change.

Lead the Change
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What is a manifesto? A gospel, a declaration, a 
friendly reminder, a battle cry? Or something in 
between? Below are six key guiding principals 
that unite, define, and guide the Hyper Island 
experience.

manifesto

LEARN 
FOR
LIFE

SEIZE 
YOUR

POTENTIAL

REAL
WORLD
READY

LEAD
THE

CHANGE

TEAM 
IS

EVERYTHING

CHANGE 
THE

WORLD

Three little words, one big idea. At Hyper Island 
learning isn’t contained in a classroom. Learning 
is a way of life: being constantly engaged, pas-
sionate, trusting, and curious about the changing 
world. This is called learning by doing.

Curiosity is the seed of all innovation. Tomorrow’s 
leaders will be those who embrace change, adapt 
swiftly to new paradigms, and lead by action, not 
rhetoric.

The digital world changes at the click of a mouse. 
Be ready for it. Hyper Island primes people to 
anticipate future needs, driven by new insight into 
industry trends and transformative technology.

Collaboration, inclusion, and transparency are 
crucial to growth. Through constant feedback and 
deep reflection, individuals can gain deeper self-
awareness, enabling them to be more effective 
team members and leaders.

Hyper Island empowers passionate participation 
by challenging people to set ambitious goals and 
giving them authority over their own learning, and 
power over their own potential.

We haven’t met a status quo we didn’t challenge. 
We want to be active participants in the great tides 
of technological innovation. We will change the 
world by igniting a passion for learning.

HI Brand Book Manifesto
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Hyper Island
Brand Experience2—
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innovative

inspiring 

human

confident

HI Brand Book Our Personality

By asking our whole network and by turning to 
our coworkers to dig deep, we have established 
the essence of our personality, namely as: 
innovative, inspiring, human and confident. Our 
personality guides how we talk and write for 
Hyper island. And it’s just as much about style of 
our writing as the content. 

Tone of Voice

Our tone of voice is our brand put in words, a help 
in communicating our brand in a consistent man-
ner - what we say and how we say it. Our tone of 
voice will help us to use words and writing that 
is in line with Hyper island values and beliefs. 
The core of Hyper island is the core of our tone of 
voice. This is where we begin to build. 

personality
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Innovative

Human Confident

Inspiring
Being innovative means that our ways of 
communication sometimes differ from others. It 
means that we’ll go the extra mile to think about 
what will get our message through, what hasn’t 
been done before? It doesn’t mean that we’re 
taking liberties with grammar, use masses of 
exclamation marks or smileys.

As in: creative, original, groundbreaking, state-of-the-art
Not: taking liberties with grammar, loving smileys and exclamation marks, 
using jargon

In the industries we work in, it’s easy to get lost 
in technical detail and that is not who we are. So 
we add a human touch, focusing on personal 
growth and the people who make Hyper Island 
what we are. Equally important is that we don’t 
come across as elitist or cold, so we’re friendly 
and warm. We communicate as if we would to 
someone we know and care about.

As in: warm, friendly, inclusive, approachable 
Not: error-prone, weak, frail

We know that what you’re working with is state-
of-the-art and we take pride in this. We enjoy 
telling others about our work and have faith in 
the fact that they will want what you can offer. We 
don’t need to brag, we just tell it like it is. We’re 
not afraid to show our joy when we succeed.

As in: accomplished, assertive, at ease, positive
Not: arrogant, self-important, cocky

Focusing on our strengths in a positive way. To 
focus on what we are, what we know and what 
we can do for other people. We want to SHOW 
what we do, paint pictures to get your message 
across (our products, our methods, and the entire 
Hyper Island journey), show how we can make a 
difference, in the world or in someone’s life.

As in: encouraging, uplifting, heartening, motivating, stimulating
Not: happy-go-lucky, non-grounded, fluffy
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innovative / inspiring /
confident / assertive /
human / personal /
showcasing the individ-
uals that make up the 
brand / warm / friendly / 
approachable / creative 
/ original / state-of-the-
art / latest / cutting edge 
dynamic / natural flow / 
fluent / connected / trans-

parent and authentic / 
simplicity / ever-changing 
/ always in beta / evolving 
/ flexible / inviting / open 
for interaction / collabora-
tion /motivating / encour-
aging / stimulating

Brand Characteristics
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We and you and You

When writing about Hyper Island use the term we, as in We believe in 
collaboration. It tells people something about our culture and instantly 
creates that feeling of wanting to belong. If you’re talking directly to a person 
or a group of people, use the term you, as in We think you’d like it here. 
Never use a capital Y in You (no use to make people feel like you’re trying to 
sell them insurance).

Passive is for others

Avoid writing in the passive form, as in You will be contacted shortly, and 
go for the less formal We’ll get back to you as soon as we can instead. The 
passive instantly turns the tone from friendly stranger to stiff upper lip. Avoid, 
please.

The color of this catalog

Hyper Island is Swedish by birth, but our mother tongue is English. We are 
international  in many ways and our pronounciation varies, and when it 
comes to spelling we’re tweaking it for local markets, but will be decidedly 
American in our general communication. Meaning color and not colour, 
catalog and not catalogue, soccer and not football, pants and not trousers...

What to say

Hyper Island designs learning experiences. When describing what we are, it 
might be helpful to use words like school, education or business for people to 
understand. We are all of those things, but we are also so much more. When 
using the word school, please try to emphasize that we are an “unusual 
school” or a “different kind of school” to distinguish us from every other old 
school. If you are feeling uncertain about what phrase to use when explaining 
our values and beliefs, take a look in the manifesto and copy paste all you 
like. 

General Writing Guidelines

Here are a few tips that can make writing a little 
easier. Follow them religiously when you’re 
feeling shaky, or cast them a glance now and 
then to remind yourself of how Hyper Island is 
supposed to sound. Good luck!

HI Brand Book

writing
guidelines
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The square format helps build a pattern, and it is 
a recurring visual element that together with our 
colors and typography creates a consistent visual 
expression.

Booklet Photography Business Cards Website

Our visual identity idea is inspired by a clear 
and simple item  — The post-it note.  This is an 
element that is used throughout the world of 
Hyper island. In workshops, brainstorms and 
when we give and receive feedback. Post-its are 
often visible in our premises, and remain a part 
of our surroundings. 

By creating a consistent and clear visual 
language that plays with this element, 
our identity extends out into our physical 
environment and corresponds with our other 
communication. 

HI Brand Book Design Idea

design idea
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We keep a minimalistic approach and leave room 
for the creative minds and work in our network to 
express ourselves through our brand. Structured, 
clear and organized. 

We have strong beliefs and a clear vision which 
we want to express by being colorful, bold 
and playful. By basing our work on a simple 
and structured layout we will be perceived as 
professional and organized. This allows us to 
work with another visual pace as well, where we 
can express our energy and personality. 

1. Less is more 2. Bold and expressive

HI Brand Book Visual Identity Parameters
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Hyper Island
Identity System3—
Master art files are provided for both print and 
digital use in the Brand Library.

Print assets include vector files, and digital assets 
include a set created specifically for screen us-
age — displaying perfectly on the pixel grid and 
maintain their proper shape and crispness.

HI Brand Book Part 3
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HI Brand Book Logotype 1. Logotype — The Hyper Island logo is our 
unique signature. Our signet. Our logotype sets 
us apart from others and clarifies who the sender 
is. Our logotype is developed to ensure it will 
work, independent of the specific context and 
environment.

The Hyper Island logotype is used on all brand 
items, either in a primary position for corporate 
usage or together with the HI symbol in a 
secondary position for a messaging and social 
usage.

Colors

To allow flexibility, the logotype is available in 
two basic versions: positive and negative. Based 
on the prerequisites, the most suitable logotype 
should be used.
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Placement

The logotype should be placed in either top left or 
bottom right corner.

Protection

To ensure legibility and to prevent any obstruction 
of the Hyper Island logo, always maintain a mini-
mum space around it.  

Logotype

x

2x

2x
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HI Brand Book Symbol 2. Symbol — With the Hyper Island symbol, 
we use the concept of conversation and our 
initials “HI” to bring together different aspects 
of our brand. The iconic mark is inherently social 
and is used to further strengthen our personal 
approach to our audiences as well as referencing 
the changing landscape where it is sometimes 
difficult to find place for the full logotype. 

Most importantly, because we always try to 
feature people in photos, the “HI” symbol 
connected to a message enables us to give them 
a voice.

The HI symbol is always used together with the 
Hyper Island logotype (in a secondary position).

Colors

To allow flexibility, the symbol is not only available 
as a positive and negative version, but also in 
all 4 primary Hyper Island colors. Based on the 
prerequisites, the most suitable color should be 
used.
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Color Examples

The colored HI symbol versions can be used 
together with black and white photography or 
colored photography, to bring some extra life and 
energy.

For more examples, see pages 54-59.

Symbol
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Placement

The HI symbol should be placed in the top 
left corner and it should be used always in 
combination with the Hyper Island logotype which 
is placed in the diagonal opposite bottom right 
corner.

If the background image does not allow this 
placement rule, the HI symbol can also be placed 
in the top right corner.

Protection

To ensure legibility and to prevent any obstruc-
tion of the HI symbol, always maintain a minimum 
space around it.

Construction, Space & ColorSymbol

x

2x

2x
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Other Placement Options

Within multiple page documents, such as bro-
chures, where the Hyper Island logotype is pre-
sent, the HI symbol can be used also as stand-
alone logo to introduce a specific section.

Other Placement Options

Within multiple page documents, such as bro-
chures, the HI symbol can be used like a stamp on 
top of an image, to bring some more branding and 
personality to a specific area.

Symbol
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logotype lockup is a fixed relationship that should 
not change.

This lockup can be used with the exception of 
special marketing campaigns and cases where 
Hyper Island needs to introduce itself without 
having the possibility to make use of its brand 
characteristics using type, color and images. 

Lockup

Colors

The lockup logo is available in two basic versions: 
positive and negative. Based on the prerequisites, 
the most suitable logotype should be used.
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2x

2xx

Protection

To ensure legibility and to prevent any obstruction 
of the Hyper Island lockup, always maintain a mini-
mum space around it.

Usage Example

Within a row of sponsor logos.
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DO NOT distort all or part of the logotype.

DO NOT apply effects on the logotype.

DO NOT change the color of all or part of the logo-
type.

DO NOT change the proportion of all or part of the 
logotype.

DO NOT use a gradient on the logotype. Colors need 
to be solid
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 Univers 55
   Univers 65

Univers 55 Roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
0123456789

Univers 65
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
0123456789

Typography is one of the most important 
elements in our identity, and a powerful tool 
that helps us achieve a consistent expression in 
our communication. In order to create a uniform 
identity, we need to carefully adhere to our 
guidelines on how to use typography. 

Rules

Hyper Island’s primary font face is Univers, which 
is used for both headings and body text.

Univers 55 Roman is the headline, title and body 
copy font. Univers 65 Bold can be used in small 
point sizes to emphasize a title of a body column.

Arial Regular and Bold is the alternative font 
for digital usage (Website, Emails, Office docu-
ments,...) 

To hightlight a paragraph of text colorization is 
allowed. However black type should predominate 
the page.

To hightlight single words in body copy for print, 
underline them. Use this feature very sparingly to 
put focus on a word in a paragraph.

For examples, please visit part 4 of this document.

Typography Primary Typeface
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aw 
conqueror
inline

Typography

In addition to Univers, we use AW Conqueror in 
our communication, when we want to highlight 
a specific section or express something from 
our manifesto. This font face should be used 
very sparingly and only in white on colored 
background (4 primary colors)

Rules

AW Conqueror Inline is used as header font for 
print and web. Use the font in larger point sizes 
and allow the words to use the space. Avoid long 
titles with this font, rather use it to introduce a sec-
tion or highlight a specific message.

When we state something from the Manifesto, the 
AW Conqueror font is aligned centered and used 
in all 3 weights in the same point size in this order: 
AW Conqueror Carved, Inline and Slab. 

For detailed examples, please visit part 4 of this 
brand book.

AW conqueror Carved
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
0123456789

aw conqueror inline
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
0123456789

aw conqueror slab
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
0123456789

Secondary TypefaceHI Brand Book
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Black
C 0 / M 10 / Y 50 / K 100
R 0 / G 0 / B 0 
Pantone Black
#000000

White
C 0 / M 0 / Y 0 / K 0
R 255 / G 255 / B 255
Pantone White
#FFFFFF

Color is used to evoke emotion, express 
personality and stimulate brand association. At 
the same time, it also unifies an identity.

Our basic primary colors are black and white: 
Professional, solid and confident. Especially in 
corporate usage together with the Hyper Island 
logotype black allows us to focus on our message 
without distraction.
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General Color Rules

Do not mix all the colors at the same time! Keep in 
mind that too much color is like too many peo-
ple talking at once in a conversation. We believe 
simpler is better, so please avoid rainbow colors 
schemes on your layouts.

You can use colors also to emphasise specific text 
words or sentences, or as decoration to add some 
extra life and energy.

Extended Palette

When creating communication that needs an extra 
flavour or a larger color pallete you can use our 
extended palette.

We also use 4 complementary colors to express 
energy and innovation. 

Yellow
R 255 / G 240 / B 70
#FFF046

Light Orange
R 255 / G 106 / B 72
#FF6A48

Green
R 68 / G 176 / B 32
#47B036

Blue
R 0 / G 182 / B 255
#44A520

Teal
C 50 / M 0 / Y 26 / K 0
Pantone 3255 C
R 4 / G 205 / B 174
#04C3A5

Orange
C 0 / M 66 / Y 88 / K 0
R 254 / G 63 / B 0
Pantone 172 C
#FE3F00

Pink
C 5 / M 95 / Y 0 / K 0
Pantone 219 C
R 236 / G 26 / B 109
#EC1A6D

Purple
C 77 / M 99 / Y 0 / K 0
R 86 / G 40 / B 148
Pantone 527 C
#673D9F

These colors hightlight specific sections:

Teal
About Hyper Island

Orange
Programs + Executive

Pink
News + Events

Purple
Other
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PHOTOGRAPHY
The people at Hyper Island are the heart of 
our business. We would be nothing without 
them. And they are equally as important in our 
communication.

We strive to use a lot of photography with 
people in our communication, and it is important 
that we use the right style of imagery to help 
communicate a just and inspiring image of Hyper 
Island.



HI Brand Book Photography Examples

People

Portray the Great mix of people that Hyper Island 
is; from all over the world, men and women, stu-
dents and professionals, ages ranges from young 
adults to old.

Energy & Passion

People laughing, debating, moving, working to-
gether, talking to each other, interacting. 
We aim for photos that are not (or at least don’t 
look) staged. Which means relaxed and energetic 
atmosphere, not candid or paparazzi. 



HI Brand Book

Inspiration

Get close when you need to, keep a distance when 
it serves your photographic purpose. Zoom in on 
freckles or a tangy beard, catch everyone doing a 
silly dance or working on a floor covered in post-
its. Capture the moment!

Photography Examples
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Each project is different and the grid will need to 
be adjusted accordingly. Details include margins, 
gutter widths, vertical grid, and baseline grid.

Depending on the complexity of the project we 
choose either a 4 column grid or a 6 column grid 
as a basis.

Grid Our design idea is based on a square format 
inspired by the post-it note. The square shape is 
also used as a base for the grid we use when we 
design our material.

The grid system is there to help us achieve a 
consistent and organised look. The grid allows 
us great flexibility in the way we work, based 
on our different requirements. Use the grid 
creatively to develop the solutions that best meet 
your objectives. Please keep in mind that it is the 
square shape that helps keep our visual identity 
consistent.
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4 column grid
24 square fields

6 column grid
54 square fields

Basic Grids
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lead 
the 

change

Hyper Island Manifesto

Reflection-Based Learning

If a goal is not met, never, ever give up. 
Instead, reflect on what went wrong and 
seek alternate solutions. By analyzing 
the situation, collectively or alone, new 
ways to change, adapt, and recalibrate 
will emerge.

Real World Projects

Hyper Island provides the opportunity to 
solve real world problems. This may entail 
creating digital campaigns, deconstructing 
business plans, or devising a graphic 
design system. By working in the realm 
of the “real”, Hyper Island enables people 
of all skill levels to accrue invaluable 
industry insight.

Left spread page based on a 6 column grid.

The brochure is designed with a grid comprising 
54 square fields. This grid calls for a high degree 
of flexibility on the part of the designer.

The Manifesto text is centered and set in negative 
color in the 3 different weights of the AW Con-
queror font, Carved-Inline-Slab.

All other text is set in negative color in Univers 55 
Roman. For the small subheading Univers 65 Bold 
is used. Negative texts should, as in our example, 
be short and set with relatively spacious leading.

Right spread page based on a 4 column grid.

The brochure is designed with a grid comprising 
24 square fields. There are pictures of different 
sizes arranged so that there is a lively contrast 
between large and small formats.

Text is set in Univers 55 Roman. For the small 
subheading Univers 65 Bold is used. The image 
captures are set in color. The larger characters of 
the quote title form a striking contrast to the size 
of the letters in the text.

Grid Examples — Brochure

Teamwork & Individual Development

Hyper Island is fanatical about teamwork 
because the capacity to cooperate across 
industries and cultures is increasingly vital 
in the modern workplace. The ability to 
be both a good team player and a good 
leader, to be part of a group without 
disappearing as an individual, is crucial 
to any success.

The Network

Whether as a student participant in a long-
term program or as a seasoned executive 
taking a Tailor-Made Master Class, Hyper 
Island offer access to a vast, exponentially 
expanding network. Connect with 600 
companies around the world and over 2000 
graduated Hyper Island students.

The Internship

One of the most advantageous aspects 
of Hyper Island is its internship program. 
For students, it is the chance to work with 
global companies, opening the door to 
priceless experience. For professionals, 
Hyper Island offers access to some of the 
most vibrant young talent in the world to 
inspire the next big innovation – and fetch 
a coffee or two.

18

1  Develop your skills
2  From digital to top digital
3  Create efficient teams
4  Learn more, earn more

Hyper Island
Student Stories

“There is something that Hyper Island 
puts in its water. God knows what it is, 
but its graduates tend to have a fantastic 
attitude and are able to hit the ground 
running”

People need People

Would we be able to distill our method and the group dynamic 
approach to learning, refined for over 10 years, into a three-day 
course for industry professionals instead of creative talent? The 
answer was, why not?

In 2008, responding to growing industry demand for an intensive 
alternative to the long term programs, we delivered our first 
three-day Master Class. The HIMC, is an engaging and provoking 
experience designed to boost knowledge and understanding of how 
digital changes societies and consumer behavior and also explores 
how organizations need to change to stay creative and competitive 
in an increasingly digitized world.

The idea is to guide professionals to a deeper understanding of 
the current landscape by creating a collaborative environment for 
the participants to share experiences, and then be fueled on by 
the expertise of guest speakers, with the goal to challenge existing 
ways of thinking and working.
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Who should participate

Hyper Island’s Master Classes are for 
leaders who are looking to develop their 
per- sonal skills in a range of areas within 
the interactive and digital media field and 
cre- ate more profitable workplaces.

12

Hyper Island’s Master Classes are for leaders who 
are looking to develop their personal skills in a 
range of areas within the interactive and digital 
media field and create more profitable workplaces.

Cost & Materials

The course fee includes breakfast, lunch, 
dinner and snacks. All materials used 
in the course are included in the cost. 
Participants are recommended to bring 
their own laptops. Please visit our website 
for up to date information on locations 
and costs.

The Hyper Island Master Class has a 
limited amount of participants. To register 
please check out our website. 

www.hyperisland.com

Hyper Island Master Class Overview

Grid Examples — Brochure

methodology

The Hyper Island Methodology

Hyper Island’s educational philosophy is based 
mainly upon Problem-Based-Learning, Experience-
Based-Learning and the Case Method. 

Hyper Island believes that 
challenging people to solve 
real-world problems delivers 
deep learning experiences 
and transformative new ways 
of thinking. 

We believe in the philosophy 
of experiential learning: to 
approach problems in multiple 
ways, to reflect deeply, and to 
draw conclusions with an open, 
collaborative spirit.

Reflection-Based Learning

If a goal is not met, never, ever give up. Instead, reflect on what went wrong and seek alternate 
solutions. By analyzing the situation, collectively or alone, new ways to change, adapt, and 
recalibrate will emerge.

Real World Projects

Hyper Island provides the opportunity to solve real world problems. This may entail creating 
digital campaigns, deconstructing business plans, or devising a graphic design system. By working 
in the realm of the “real”, Hyper Island enables people of all skill levels to accrue invaluable 
industry insight.

Teamwork & Individual Development

Hyper Island is fanatical about teamwork because the capacity to cooperate across industries and 
cultures is increasingly vital in the modern workplace. The ability to be both a good team player and 
a good leader, to be part of a group without disappearing as an individual, is crucial to any success.

The Network

Whether as a student participant in a long-term program or as a seasoned executive taking a Tailor-
Made Master Class, Hyper Island offer access to a vast, exponentially expanding network. Connect 
with 600 companies around the world and over 2000 graduated Hyper Island students.

The Internship

One of the most advantageous aspects of Hyper Island is its internship program. For students, it is 
the chance to work with global companies, opening the door to priceless experience. For profes-
sionals, Hyper Island offers access to some of the most vibrant young talent in the world to inspire 
the next big innovation – and fetch a coffee or two.

Left spread page based on a 4 column grid.

The brochure is designed with a grid comprising 
24 square fields. There are texts of different sizes 
arranged so that there is a lively contrast between 
large and small formats.

The top of the page including the section title is on 
colored background.

The page title text is set in AW Conqueror Inline in 
white on colored background. The indented lead-in 
copy is set in Univers 55 Roman in big contrast to 
the copy text on the page. For the small subhead-
ings Univers 65 Bold is used. The right rail text is 
set in color.

Right spread page based on a 4 column grid.

For great flexibility this page is designed with a 
grid comprising 54 square fields.

Text is set in Univers 55 Roman. For the small sub-
heading Univers 65 Bold is used. The large charac-
ters of the lead-in copy form a striking contrast to 
the size of the letters in the text.
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The Hyper Island Methodology The Hyper Island Methodology

Left spread page based on a 4 column grid.

The brochure example is designed with a grid 
comprising 24 square fields. The image is set to 
extend over the edges on the left and bottom of 
the page, but follows the padding of the grid on 
the top and inside. This creates a so playful lay-
ered effect.

Text is set in Univers 55 Roman in big contrast to 
the copy text on the page.

Images can be also be used full bleed, so that they 
extend over the edges of the whole page.

Ana Sophia
Project Manager

Mikael Karlevid
Digital Media Artist

What I work on, and aim for is 
to be a project manager in an 
environment of design and digital 
communication. That is why I am 
a student at Hyper Island!
 
Aenean lacinia bibendum nulla 
sed consectetur. Nullam quis 
risus eget urna mollis ornare vel 
eu leo. Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 

I’m a creative thinker & a 
passionate doer with 5 years of 
education within Graphic Design 
and Visual Communications. I 
have worked in a print shop, as 
a photographers assistant and 
as a freelancer in my one-person 
company.

My goal is to learn something 
new every day. I want to stay 
creative & curious and find 
passion in everything I do. I seek 
to collect experiences not objects, 
and work for positive change.
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Corporate Manifesto cover example based on a 
squared 3 column grid.

The cover is designed so that the top part with 
the Manifesto slogan takes up a squared size. The 
alignement of the Manifesto text is centered and 
set in negative color in the 3 different weights of 
the AW Conqueror font, Carved-Inline-Slab.

The bottom part includes the Hyper Island logo-
type and is set in black to balance out the color  
of the top part. Additional info text is set in small 
point sizes in Univers 55 Roman.

Stockholm  |  Karlskrona  | New York  |  Manchester  |  London

real 
world 
READY

www.hyperisland.com

Corporate cover example based on a squared 3 
column grid.

The cover is designed so that the full bleed im-
age takes up a squared size. The top part of the 
cover is on a colored background to ensure a good 
contrast for the title and to create a layered effect 
together with the image. 

The cover title is set in AW Conqueror Inline. The 
small additional info text is set in Univers 55 Ro-
man.

The Hyper Island logotype sits directly on the im-
age in the bottom right corner. The image can be 
darkened slightly in this area if the contrast be-
tween image and logotype is not strong enough.

2012 / 2013

master classes
overview
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HI Brand Book

student
stories

Hi, I am Anders Sjöstedt.
I work as a Managing Director
at Hyper Island in New York

Hi, we are students from
the Hyper Island Digital 
Media Class. 

Meet Anders at

the Open days in 

Stockholm

March 21 – 23, 2012

10am – 7pm

HI cover example based on a squared 3 column 
grid.

The cover title is set in AW Conqueror Inline. The 
message is set in Univers 55 Roman in black. De-
pending on the image the message font can be set 
in black or white.

HI poster example based on a squared 3 column 
grid.

The poster is designed so that the full bleed image 
takes up a squared size. The bottom part of the 
cover is on a colored background to ensure a good 
contrast for logotype and text infos. 

The poster message is set in Univers 55 Roman in 
large characters to form a striking contrast to the 
size of the letters in the text. Choose images which 
allow a good readability for the text.

Grid Examples — HI Cover + Poster
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HI Brand Book

Hyper Island
Brand Application4—
Examples of how our visual identity system 
can be used and applied

HI Brand Book Part 4
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HI Brand Book HI Messaging Poster
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HI Brand Book Corporate Catalog Cover + Poster
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HI Brand Book HI Messaging Banner Poster
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HI Brand Book Product Brochure Double Spreads
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HI Brand Book A4 Letterhead C5/6 Envelope
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HI Brand Book Business Cards Marketing Materials
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HI Brand Book Video Intro Screen Animation
Logo Usage

Student Project Student Video

Product Video
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HI Brand Book Keynote Presentation
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HI Brand Book Facebook, Vimeo Integration iPhone Twitter Application
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HI Brand Book Website Homepage Manifesto Touts
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HI Brand Book Website Product Detail Page Header States
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HI Brand Book Website Profile with Google Maps Integration Profile Edit Screen



HI Brand Book Website Design Templates
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